Temporal integration in auditory sensory memory: neuromagnetic evidence.
The cortical mechanisms of auditory sensory memory were investigated by analysis of neuromagnetic evoked responses. The major deflection of the auditory evoked field (N100m) appears to comprise an early posterior component (N100mP) and a late anterior component (N100mA) which is sensitive to temporal factors. When pairs of identical sounds are presented at intervals less that about 250 msec, the second sound evokes N100mA with enhanced amplitude at a latency of about 150 msec. We suggest that N100mA may index the activity of two distinct processes in auditory sensory memory. Its recovery cycle may reflect the activity of a memory trace which, according to previous studies, can retain processed information about an auditory sequence for about 10 sec. The enhancement effect may reflect the activity of a temporal integration process, whose time constant is such that sensation persists for 200-300 msec after stimulus offset, and so serves as a short memory store. Sound sequences falling within this window of integration seem to be coded holistically as unitary events.